Health & Safety
Protocol
12/1/2020

Arrival
Studio 2 & 3 arrive through the Waiting Room Door.
Studio 1 & 4 arrive through the Main Entrance Door.
Everyone must wear a mask upon entrance of the Dance Spectrum.
Everyone must sanitize their hands and then walk into the Dance Spectrum.
Parents, with masks, can enter with younger dancers and help with boots and coats.
Please bring all things back to the car with you while you wait.

Covid Release Form

ALL DANCERS must fill out a Virtual Covid Release Form once a week!
https://laurenz260812.typeform.com/to/hhuaqc48

6ft distance

Dancers are staying physically distant in class and in the hallways.
All studios have limited capacity and 6' sections are blocked out.

Masks
All teachers and dancers will wear masks in the classroom and in all common areas.

Class

Some classes have been shortened to allow teachers or staff members to clean & sanitize.
If any equipment is used, it is sanitized after each use.
If the teachers make any "hands on"corrections they sanitize before correcting another student.

Sanitation

Hand Sanitization Stations are located throughout the building.
Studio floors are steamed/sanitized between each age group.
Studio floors are mopped with disinfecting cleaners 3x's a week.
The bathrooms are sanitized every hour.
24 Merv 10 filters have been installed on our HVAC units.

Waiting Room

The waiting room & kitchen area will be closed. Parents can watch class on zoom.
ID & PW for December 1st-19th
Studio 1 - ID 941 7726 2901 PW DS2020
Studio 2 - ID 917 4742 0157 PW DS2020
Studio 3 - ID 946 5593 5004 PW DS2020
Studio 4 - ID 982 1944 7100 PW DS2020
Dancers who have a break between classes, longer than 45 mins must leave the building and return
for their next class.
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